WELCOME HOME

Nuki Keypad for keyless access
The Nuki Keypad enables access via entry code and makes the Nuki
Smart Lock more convenient and a little bit smarter.
Graz/Berlin, 10/09/2018 – At the IFA in Berlin, Smart-Lock-pioneer Nuki from Graz extended its product
portfolio with the Nuki Keypad. This enables access via a 6-digit code and thus without a smartphone. Thanks to
its slimline design, Nuki’s Keypad is easy to install with no cables and just as smart and secure as its big brother,
Nuki Smart Lock.
Content of announcement

•

Nuki Keypad fulfils the large community desire for access without a key or smartphone

•

Access by inputting a 6-digit entry code

•

Convenient management and issuing of codes via the Nuki app

•

In combination with Nuki Bridge, codes can be issued remotely at any time

•

Access permission can be individually adjusted (time-limited, recurring or permanent)

•

Stylish, compact (9 x 3 cm) and slim (1 cm), cableless and weatherproof (IP65)

•

Battery life 12-18 months (two CR2032 button cells, included in scope of delivery)

•

So secure that, in the event of theft, Nuki delivers a free replacement

•

Can be ordered in advance immediately from the Nuki online shop, priced at 79 euros, delivery from
Q4/2018

Nuki Keypad – that’s what the customers wanted

“We’ve worked hard on making our Keypad just as secure, smart and convenient as our Smart Lock. It’s a retrofit
solution for everyone who always wants to have reliable access, even if their smartphone’s battery is flat”,
explains Martin Pansy, CEO of Nuki Home Solutions GmbH. The stylish Keypad matches the typical Nuki design
lines and can be stuck onto the outside of the door frame or screwed to the exterior wall. Visitors enter their
code via the keys, then the door opens. The fluorescent digits are easy to read at night too, and each key press is
confirmed by a light signal from the integrated LED strip. The casing offers IP65-standard protection against
dust and water spray and is therefore weatherproof. Power for the Keypad comes from two button cells, which
last for 12 to 18 months.
Total control, totally convenient

Entry codes for the Nuki Keypad are generated directly in the Nuki app or via Nuki Web. In order to guarantee a
high level of security, Nuki recommends giving each user their own code, and the app will generate a random
code if you wish. All interactions can be checked in the activity log, so you always know who opened the door
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when. Owners specify whether codes are permanent or time-limited. Thus it’s possible to give the neighbour
access for two weeks to water the plants, optionally only within a particular time window, for example 9am till
12pm. This detailed and yet simple management of access permission makes the Keypad particularly interesting
for those renting out holiday homes and apartments as it frees them completely from tedious key handover
arrangements.
No zero

Where is zero? Evidently not on the Nuki Keypad. “Security is enormously important to us and, through this
design decision, we deliberately ‘force’ our customers to be somewhat creative. So some ‘typical codes’, like
many dates of birth, aren’t possible”, explains Martin Pansy.
Theft doesn’t pay

When first setting up, not only is it necessary to issue an admin PIN, but a second, unalterable Server Reset PIN
is also recorded on the Nuki servers. Both are required to reset the Nuki Keypad or link it to a new Smart Lock.
So, for the thief, a stolen Nuki Keypad is completely useless. Nevertheless, in the event that a Nuki Keypad is
stolen, the customer will receive a free replacement upon presentation of the police theft declaration and
original invoice.
Price and availability

Nuki Keypad can be ordered in advance immediately from the Nuki online shop, priced at 79 euros, with delivery
from the fourth quarter of 2018.
About Nuki Home Solutions

Nuki Home Solutions is a leading provider of retrofit, smart access solutions in Europe. The company’s vision is
aimed at making existing door locks smarter and thereby replacing the physical key. The current product
portfolio includes the Nuki Combo, consisting of Nuki Smart Lock and Nuki Bridge, the Nuki Box - a retrofit
solution for apartment buildings as well as various smart product extensions like the Nuki Fob. Nuki Home
Solutions was founded in 2014 in Graz by Up to Eleven. The CEO of Nuki Home Solutions is Martin Pansy.
Further information can be found at www.nuki.io/en
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